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17-year-old Becca has spent her whole life protecting her brother – from their father leaving and from
the people who say the voices in his head are unnatural. When two strangers appear with apparent answers
to Ryland's “problem” and details about a school in Ireland where Ryland will not only fit in, but
prosper, Becca is up in arms. She reluctantly agrees to join Ryland on his journey and what they find at
St. Brigid's is a world beyond their imagination. Little by little they piece together information about
their family's heritage and the legend of the Holder race that decrees Ryland is the one they've been
waiting for—but, they are all, especially Becca, in for a surprise that will change what they thought
they knew about themselves and their kind.
Werewolf cop Adam swears to protect and serve all the supernatural creatures in Resurrection, but he
also watches out for unsuspecting human Talents who wander in from Outside. Telekinetic Ari is just such
a wanderer. She’s tracking a crime boss who wants to exploit her gift for his own evil ends—a mission
that puts her on a collision course with the hottest cop in the RPD. Adam wants the crime boss too, but
mostly he wants Ari. She’s the mate he’s yearned for all his life. Problem is getting a former street
kid into bed with the Law could be his toughest case to date. “Hidden Talents is the perfect package of
supes, romance, mystery and HEA!”—paperbackdolls.com
Sidney Bell's debut male/male romantic suspense Bad Judgment delivers an emotionally charged and
adrenaline-packed story perfect for fans of Josh Lanyon's Fair Game Embry Ford was a quiet, ordinary
guy—until tragedy ripped his life apart. Now he's living under the radar, desperate to hide his identity
and determined to learn the truth behind what happened. Even if that means working for—and bedding—a man
he loathes. As a bodyguard to a shadowy arms dealer, Brogan Smith knows distractions can kill as easily
as a bullet. But when he sets his eyes on his client's sexy assistant, he can't get him out of his mind.
Even more unnerving: the closer he gets to Embry, the more Brogan starts to suspect he might be
protecting the wrong man. Embry was sure nothing but vengeance would satisfy him—until Brogan offers him
something far more tempting. Now Embry must choose: punish the people who nearly destroyed him or fight
for a future with the man who has become his entire world. One-click with confidence. This title is part
of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you're looking for with an HEA/HFN. It's a promise!
In a continuation of the series that began with Mlusine and The Virtu, wizard Felix Harrowgate returns
to the Mirador, the citadel of power and wizardry, unaware that enemies from the Bastion, a rival school
of wizards, plan to use him to destroy the Mirador, unless Felix's half-brother, Mildmay the Fox, can
stop them. Reprint.
The Werewolf of Grey Lake Inn
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His Royal Secret
Spires, #1
The Affair of the Mysterious Letter
Something Fabulous

So, yeah, I play Heroes of Legend, y'know, the MMO. I'm not like obsessed or addicted or anything. It's
just a game. Anyway, there was this girl in my guild who I really liked because she was funny and nerdy
and a great healer. Of course, my mates thought it was hilarious I was into someone I'd met online. And
they thought it was even more hilarious when she turned out to be a boy IRL. But the joke's on them
because I still really like him. And now that we're together, it's going pretty well. Except sometimes I
think Kit--that's his name, sorry I didn't mention that--spends way too much time in HoL. I know he has
friends in the guild, but he has me now, and my friends, and everyone knows people you meet online
aren't real. I mean. Not Kit. Kit's real. Obviously. Oh, I'm Drew, by the way. This is sort of my story.
About how I messed up some stuff and figured out some stuff. And fell in love and stuff.
An icon of transgender activism for three decades, Riki Wilchins is the author of four influential books on
genderqueer, trans politics, and queer theory. Riki Wilchins has been a pioneering and influential
thinker and writer for a quarter of a century. Now this single volume offers a selection of Riki’s most
penetrating and insightful pieces, as well as the best of two decades of Riki’s online columns for The
Advocate never before collected. Think of this as Riki Wilchin’s greatest hits!
The next room to his was inhabited by a lady, very attractive in her air and very elegant in toilette,
whom, on his first arrival, he had taken for a Countess. In course of time he had learned that she was
known by the name of Madame Zephyrine, and that whatever station she occupied in life it was not that
of a person of title. Madame Zephyrine, probably in the hope of enchanting the young American, used to
flaunt by him on the stairs with a civil inclination, a word of course, and a knock-down look out of her
black eyes, and disappear in a rustle of silk, and with the revelation of an admirable foot and ankle.
I like my women like I like my whiskey: embroiled in a magical war Ten years ago I fought for the Witch
Queen of London in a mystical showdown against a King Arthur wannabe with a shaved head and a
shotgun. Back then, the law did for him before he could do for us. I don’t think we’ll get that lucky again.
As if the mother of all wizard battles wasn’t bad enough, fate or destiny or a god with a really messed-up
sense of humor has dropped a weapon that could rewrite the universe right into the middle of London,
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and anybody with half a sniff of arcane power has rocked up to stake their claim on it. Last time this
happened, the city went to pieces. This time, it might just go to Hell. Also, still dating a vampire. Still got
an alpha werewolf trying to get in my pants. Still sharing a flat with a woman made of animated
marble—only now apparently there are two of her. But you know what they say: the more things change,
the more they stay the same crap that’s been trying to kill you your entire life. This book is
approximately 96,000 words
Husband Material
Tainted Soul
Absolutely Positively Not
Whistling in the Dark
Arden St. Ives Series
Remember falling in love for the first time? Remember thinking, This is The One? Remember life getting in the way? From adolescent snogging
to apartment shares, relationships, career crises, and children, Vince & Joy is the unforgettable story of two lives lived separately but forever
entwined. Back in the 1980s, teenagers Vince and Joy met, fell desperately in love, and never quite said good-bye. Now nearly twenty years later
they've both begun to ask themselves if that long-ago romance was the enduring love that they've been searching for.
Aaron Taylor has been working at an escort company for the past six months. Just when life seems to have gotten better and he is beginning to
think that he has a grasp of this line of work, his handler sends him to a new client. Vincent Greene looks like he might just be Aaron's best client
yet but he doesn't know the extent of Vincent's cruelty. When Vincent takes Aaron to be a sex worker for a dangerous BDSM club Aaron thinks
his life is over.
Nick Melnikov doesn’t know where he belongs. He was just a kid when his Russian-Jewish family immigrated to Michigan. Now he’s in London
for university, overwhelmed by unexpected memories. Socially anxious, intensely private, and closeted, Nick doesn’t expect to fall in so quickly
with a tight-knit group of students from his college, and it’s both exhilarating and scary. Hanging out with them is a roller coaster of serious
awkward and incredible longing, especially when the most intimidating of the group, Dex, looks his way. Dex Cartwell knows exactly who he is: a
black queer guy who doesn’t give a toss what anybody thinks of him. He is absolutely, one-hundred-percent, totally in control of his life. Apart,
maybe, from the stress of his family’s abrupt move to an affluent, largely white town. And worrying about his younger brother feeling
increasingly isolated as a result. And the persistent broken heart he’s been nursing for a while . . . When Nick and Dex meet, both find themselves
intrigued. Countless late-night conversations only sharpen their attraction. But the last thing Nick wants is to face his deepest secret, and the last
thing Dex needs is another heartache. Dex has had to fight too hard for his right to be where he is. Nick isn’t even sure where he’s from. So how
can either of them tell where this is going? A master of building tender and meaningful characters with heartbreaking stakes, Liz Jacobs deftly
introduces audiences to the compelling, deeply personal narratives possible in coming-of-age and New Adult romance. ABROAD is an instant
classic that approaches LGBTQIA+ and immigrant experiences from a powerful own-voices perspective.
Rules are made to be broken ... 'f England had yearbooks, I'd probably be "Arden St. Ives: Man Least Likely to Set the World on Fire." So far, I
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haven't. I've no idea what I'm doing at Oxford, no idea what I'm going to do next and, until a week ago, I had no idea who Caspian Hart was.
Turns out, he's brilliant, beautiful ... 'h yeah, and a billionaire. It's impossible not to be captivated by someone like that. But Caspian Hart makes
his own rules. And he has a lot of them. About when I can be with him. What I can do with him. And when he'll be through with me. I'm good at
doing what I'm told in the bedroom. The rest of the time, not so much. And now that Caspian's shown me glimpses of the man behind the
billionaire I know it's him I want. Not his wealth, not his status. Him. Except that might be the one thing he doesn't have the power to give me.
Moonshine
Selected Writings on the Politics of Trans, Genderqueer and Nonbinary
Line and Orbit
How to Belong with a Billionaire
Boyfriend Material

"It's a fun, frothy quintessentially British romcom about a certified chaos demon and a stern brunch daddy with
a heart of gold faking a relationship."—New York Times bestselling author Talia Hibbert AMAZON BEST BOOK OF
THE MONTH Named a best book of the year by Oprah Magazine, Entertainment Weekly, Goodreads, The
Washington Post, and more! WANTED: One (fake) boyfriend Practically perfect in every way Luc O'Donnell is
tangentially—and reluctantly—famous. His rock star parents split when he was young, and the father he's never
met spent the next twenty years cruising in and out of rehab. Now that his dad's making a comeback, Luc's back
in the public eye, and one compromising photo is enough to ruin everything. To clean up his image, Luc has to
find a nice, normal relationship...and Oliver Blackwood is as nice and normal as they come. He's a barrister, an
ethical vegetarian, and he's never inspired a moment of scandal in his life. In other words: perfect boyfriend
material. Unfortunately, apart from being gay, single, and really, really in need of a date for a big event, Luc and
Oliver have nothing in common. So they strike a deal to be publicity-friendly (fake) boyfriends until the dust has
settled. Then they can go their separate ways and pretend it never happened. But the thing about fake-dating is
that it can feel a lot like real-dating. And that's when you get used to someone. Start falling for them. Don't ever
want to let them go. Discover the LGBT romance about exact opposites falling in perfectly imperfect love that
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author CHRISTINA LAUREN calls "hilarious, witty, tender, and
stunning."
From the acclaimed author of Boyfriend Material comes a delightfully witty romance featuring a reserved duke
who's betrothed to one twin and hopelessly enamoured of the other. Valentine Layton, the Duke of Malvern, has
twin problems: literally. It was always his father's hope that Valentine would marry Miss Arabella Tarleton. But,
unfortunately, too many novels at an impressionable age have caused her to grow up...romantic. So romantic
that a marriage of convenience will not do and after Valentine's proposal she flees into the night determined
never to set eyes on him again. Arabella's twin brother, Mr. Bonaventure "Bonny" Tarleton, has also grown
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up...romantic. And fully expects Valentine to ride out after Arabella and prove to her that he's not the coldhearted cad he seems to be. Despite copious misgivings, Valentine finds himself on a pell-mell chase to Dover
with Bonny by his side. Bonny is unreasonable, overdramatic, annoying, and...beautiful? And being with him
makes Valentine question everything he thought he knew. About himself. About love. Even about which Tarleton
he should be pursuing.
Five years ago, Benji Green lost his beloved father, Big Eddie, when his truck crashed into a river. Everyone
called it an accident, but Benji knows it was more. Even years later, he's buried in his grief, throwing himself
into managing Big Eddie's convenience store in the small-town of Roseland, Oregon. Surrounded by his mother
and three aunts, he lives day to day, struggling to keep his head above water. But Roseland is no ordinary place.
With ever more frequent dreams of his father's death and waking visions of feathers on the river's surface, Benji
finds his definition of reality bending. He thinks himself haunted; by ghosts or memories, he can no longer tell.
Not until a man falls from the sky, leaving the burning imprint of wings on the ground, does Benji begin to
understand that the world is more mysterious than he ever imagined--and more dangerous. As uncontrollable
forces descend on Roseland, they reveal long-hidden truths about friends, family, and the stranger Calliel--a
man Benji can no longer live without.
There is one thing Steven knows for sure: He's absolutely, positively NOT gay. Steven's a 16-year-old boy with
two obsessions: sex and getting his driving license. The problem is, Steven's not thinking girls when he's
thinking sex. Could he be -- don't say it -- gay? Steven sets out to get in touch with his inner he-man with
Healthy Heterosexual Strategies such as "Start Hanging Out with the Guys," and "Begin Intensive Dating." But
are Steven's tactics going to straighten him out, or leave him all twisted up? Absolutely hilarious. Positively
sidesplitting. But absolutely, positively NOT GAY!
Rosaline Palmer Takes the Cake
The Dream Alchemist
Book One
Shattered Glass
Hidden Talents

The Prince of Wales meets his match in the first novel in an enchanting male/male romantic duology from the
author of Asking for More and Begging for It... James, the handsome, cosmopolitan Prince of Wales, is used to
being in the public eye. But he's keeping a king-sized secret...James, next in line for the throne, is gay. He’s
been able to hide his sexual orientation with the help of his best friend and beard, Lady Cassandra. Sometimes
he feels like a coward for not coming out, but he daren’t
risk losing the crown. If he did, the succession would
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fall on his deeply troubled younger sister, Princess Amelia. To protect her, James is willing to live a lie. While on
holiday, he meets Benjamin Dahan—a rugged international reporter with a globe-trotting, unattached life—who
catches far more than James's eye. And when Ben is transferred to London, it seems fate may finally be smiling
on James. But what began as a torrid fling grows into something far more intimate and powerful. Soon James
will have to decide who he is, what he wants from life and love, and what he’s willing to sacrifice for the truth...
A male prostitute, a mangy cat, a murder and an obsession that threatens his career, his impending marriage
and his life. Nothing is going as planned for Austin Glass. Austin Glass seems to have it all, A loving fiancee, a
future with the FBI and a healthy sized trust fund. At least on the surface. He also has a grin and a wisecrack for
every situation. But the smile he presents to the world hides a painful past he's buried too deeply to remember,
and his quips mask bitterness and insecurity. Austin has himself and most of the whole world fooled-until he
meets a redhead in a pair of bunny slippers. As events unfold in the biggest case of his life, Austin's carefully
planned future unravels, and he finds himself pushed into making quick, life-changing decisions. But can he
trust himself or anything he feels, when each event seems to be just a series of volatile reactions?
Don't miss the epic conclusion to Caspian Hart and Arden St. Ives' love story! If you love someone, set them
free... I thought I'd be okay when Caspian Hart left. He was a brilliant, beautiful billionaire with a past he couldn't
escape. And I was ... just me: an ordinary man lost in his own life. It would never have lasted. It should never
have happened. Not outside a fairytale. And I am okay. I've got my job, my family, my friends, and everything
Caspian taught me. Except it turns out he's going to marry his ex-boyfriend. A man who doesn't understand him.
A man who almost broke him. And I've finally realized it's not enough for me to be happy. I need Caspian to be
happy too. Problem is, I've already done all I can to help him. I've followed his rules and broken his rules and
learned his secrets. And he still won't believe I can love him. So now it's his turn. His turn to fight, and trust, and
hope. It's time for Caspian Hart to choose me. The Arden St. Ives Series: How to Bang a Billionaire How to Blow
it with a Billionaire How to Belong with a Billionaire
"Our favourite chaos demon & stern brunch daddy return in this delicious, ridiculous, and often poignant
romcom about all the ways love can grow." —Talia Hibbert, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
WANTED: One (very real) husband, nowhere near perfect but desperately trying his best In BOYFRIEND
MATERIAL, Luc and Oliver met, pretended to fall in love, fell in love for real, dealt with heartbreak and
disappointment and family and friends...and somehow figured out a way to make it work. Now it seems like
everyone around them is getting married, and Luc's feeling the social pressure to propose. But it'll take more
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than four weddings, a funeral, and a hotly contested rainbow balloon arch to get these two from "I don't know
what I'm doing" to "I do". Good thing Oliver is such perfect HUSBAND MATERIAL. "Brilliance on every single
page."—Christina Lauren, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, for Boyfriend Material "The
apotheosis of the rom-com."—Entertainment Weekly, A+ Review, for Boyfriend Material "Every once in a while
you read a book that you want to SCREAM FROM ROOFTOPS about. I'm screaming, people!"—Sonali Dev,
award-winning author, for Boyfriend Material "FAKE DATING, REAL FEELINGS, BEST JOKES."—Olivia Waite,
award-winning author, for Boyfriend Material "Fresh and vibrant."—Annie Carl, The Neverending Bookshop
(Edmonds, WA), for Boyfriend Material
How to Blow it with a Billionaire
Burn the Binary!
A Novel
Glitterland
Vince and Joy
In this charming, witty, and weird fantasy novel, Alexis Hall pays homage to Sherlock Holmes with a new twist on those
renowned characters. Upon returning to the city of Khelathra-Ven after five years fighting a war in another universe,
Captain John Wyndham finds himself looking for somewhere to live, and expediency forces him to take lodgings at 221b
Martyrs Walk. His new housemate is Ms. Shaharazad Haas, a consulting sorceress of mercurial temperament and dark
reputation. When Ms. Haas is enlisted to solve a case of blackmail against one of her former lovers, Miss Eirene Viola,
Captain Wyndham is drawn into a mystery that leads him from the salons of the literary set to the drowned back-alleys of
Ven and even to a prison cell in lost Carcosa. Along the way he is beset by criminals, menaced by pirates, molested by
vampires, almost devoured by mad gods, and called upon to punch a shark. But the further the companions go in pursuit
of the elusive blackmailer, the more impossible the case appears. Then again, in Khelathra-Ven reality is flexible, and the
impossible is Ms. Haas' stock-in-trade.
Adam Yuga, a rising young star in the imperialist Terran Protectorate, is on the verge of a massive promotion ... until a
routine physical exam reveals something less than perfection. Genetic flaws are taboo, and Adam soon discovers there's
a thin line between rising star and starving outcast. Stripped of wealth and position, stricken with a mysterious, worsening
illness, Adam resorts to stealing credits to survive. Moments from capture by the Protectorate, help arrives in the form of
Lochlan, a brash, cocksure Bideshi fighter. Now the Bideshi, a people long shunned by the Protectorate, are the only
ones who will offer him shelter. As Adam learns the truth about the mysterious, nomadic people he was taught to fear,
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Lochlan offers him not just shelter but a temptation Adam can only resist for so long.
It's not the breaking up that kills you, it's the aftermath. Ever since his longtime lover decided he'd seen the "heterosexual
light," Matt's life has been in a nosedive. Six months of too many missed shifts at the hospital, too much booze, too many
men. Matt knows he's on the verge of losing everything, but he's finding it hard to care. Then Matt meets Aaron. He's
gorgeous, intelligent and apparently not interested in being picked up. Still, even after seeing Matt at his worst, he doesn't
turn away. Aaron's kindness and respect have Matt almost believing he's worth it—and that there could be life after Joe.
But his newfound happiness is threatened when Matt begins to suspect Aaron is hiding something, or someone... 35,000
words
Ginger Holtzman has fought for everything she's ever had-the success of her tattoo shop, respect in the industry, her
upcoming art show. Tough and independent, she has taking-no-crap down to an art form. Good thing too, since keeping
her shop afloat, taking care of her friends, and scrambling to finish her paintings doesn't leave time for anything else.
Which ... is for the best, because then she doesn't notice how lonely she is. She'll get through it all on her own, just like
she always does. Christopher Lucen opened a coffee and sandwich joint in South Philly because he wanted to be part of
a community after years of running from place to place, searching for something he could never quite name. Now, he
relishes the familiarity of knowing what his customers want, and giving it to them. But what he really wants now is love.
When they meet, Christopher is smitten, but Ginger ... isn't quite so sure. Christopher's gorgeous, and kind, and their
opposites-attract chemistry is off the charts. But hot sex is one thing-truly falling for someone? Terrifying. When her world
starts to crumble around her, Ginger has to face the fact that this fight can only be won by being vulnerable-this fight, she
can't win on her own.
Fire & Water
Bad Judgment
Iron & Velvet
Unhinge the Universe

A lush, sweeping queer historical romance from the bestselling author of Boyfriend Material—perfect for fans of Netflix’s
Bridgerton, Evie Dunmore, and Lisa Kleypas! When Viola Carroll was presumed dead at Waterloo she took the opportunity to
live, at last, as herself. But freedom does not come without a price, and Viola paid for hers with the loss of her wealth, her
title, and her closest companion, Justin de Vere, the Duke of Gracewood. Only when their families reconnect, years after the
war, does Viola learn how deep that loss truly was. Shattered without her, Gracewood has retreated so far into grief that
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Viola barely recognises her old friend in the lonely, brooding man he has become. As Viola strives to bring Gracewood back to
himself, fresh desires give new names to old feelings. Feelings that would have been impossible once and may be impossible
still, but which Viola cannot deny. Even if they cost her everything, all over again.
Astor is tired—tired of his family and the way they never listen to his advice, and tired of being in love with his agent,
Tennyson, who after a one night stand made it clear he preferred to keep things professional. The only thing Astor's not tired
of is his job researching haunted inns and hotels to prove just how haunted they're not. His latest book is about a notorious
inn in the middle of nowhere, and a haunting he suspects has more to do with real werewolves than fake ghosts. It will
provide fodder for an excellent non-fiction book, the novel he's secretly writing, and be so distracting he'll finally be able to
get over Tennyson. Except when he arrives it's to find that Tennyson is already there, with every intention of keeping Astor
company through the holidays.
Fans of Casey McQuiston, Christina Lauren, and Abby Jimenez will love this scrumptious and sweet romantic comedy from
the "dizzyingly talented writer" of Boyfriend Material (Entertainment Weekly) Publishers Weekly Summer Reads Top 10 Staff
Picks Oprah Daily Most Anticipated Romance Novels of 2021 Buzzfeed Must-Read Spring Romance Novels Goodreads Sexy
Spring Romances LGBTQ Reads: Most Anticipated Adult LGBTQAP Fiction 2021 We Are Bookish: Spring Releases to Have on
Your Radar Following the recipe is the key to a successful bake. Rosaline Palmer has always lived by those rules—well,
except for when she dropped out of college to raise her daughter, Amelie. Now, with a paycheck as useful as greaseproof
paper and a house crumbling faster than biscuits in tea, she’s teetering on the edge of financial disaster. But where there’s a
whisk there’s a way . . . and Rosaline has just landed a spot on the nation’s most beloved baking show. Winning the prize
money would give her daughter the life she deserves—and Rosaline is determined to stick to the instructions. However, more
than collapsing trifles stand between Rosaline and sweet, sweet victory. Suave, well-educated, and parent-approved Alain
Pope knows all the right moves to sweep her off her feet, but it’s shy electrician Harry Dobson who makes Rosaline question
her long-held beliefs—about herself, her family, and her desires. Rosaline fears falling for Harry is a guaranteed recipe for
disaster. Yet as the competition—and the ovens—heat up, Rosaline starts to realize the most delicious bakes come from the
heart.
Bryn Llewelyn spends his life strung out on too much caffeine, fighting sleep at every turn. He can barely hold down a parttime job as he lurches from day to day, perpetually exhausted. He is trying to avoid Somnus, the dream world where people
like Bryn—dreamwalkers—roam during their sleeping hours. Bryn has been dreamwalking since he was child. He’s never
found navigating Somnus easy, but lately it’s become much, much harder. Each time he manifests in Somnus, he is helplessly
drawn to a sinister tower. Something evil is imprisoned there—something that wants out—and every time Bryn falls asleep,
he finds it more difficult to resist its lure. Not to mention the compelling man who patrols its walls…Laszlo Grimm. As a
teenager, Laszlo Grimm suffered from a sleep disorder so profound, his family had him locked up for treatment. Whilst the
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brutal “therapy” he underwent was successful, Laszlo paid a steep price for it—his ability to feel emotion. Now, for the first
time in years, Laszlo’s night terrors are returning, and with them, his fears about being locked up again. When Bryn and
Laszlo meet in the real world, Bryn recognises Laszlo as the man he has already met in Somnus, but not only does Laszlo not
know Bryn, he can’t even remember any of his dreams. Bryn fights to open Laszlo’s eyes to the truth but Laszlo cannot quite
shake the conviction that his old condition is catching up with him...not least because Bryn Llewelyn is awakening emotions
in him he hasn’t felt in years.
A Multicultural Romance
American Fairytale
Bare
King Perry
Into This River I Drown
The universe is a glitterball I hold in the palm of my hand.Once the golden boy of the English literary scene, now a
clinically depressed writer of pulp crime fiction, Ash Winters has given up on love, hope, happiness, and — most of all —
himself. He lives his life between the cycles of his illness, haunted by the ghosts of other people’s expectations.Then a
chance encounter at a stag party throws him into the arms of Essex boy Darian Taylor, an aspiring model who lives in a
world of hair gel, fake tans, and fashion shows. By his own admission, Darian isn’t the crispest lettuce in the fridge, but
he cooks a mean cottage pie and makes Ash laugh, reminding him of what it’s like to step beyond the boundaries of
anxiety.But Ash has been living in his own shadow for so long that he can’t see past the glitter to the light. Can a man
who doesn’t trust himself ever trust in happiness? And how can a man who doesn’t believe in happiness ever fight for
his own?
Nominated for the 2019 Endeavour Award. Daisy's starting a new job and stylish city life, but mage-hunters out for her
dark magic threaten to destroy her vogue image. In the flourishing metropolis of Soot City (a warped version of 1920s
Chicago), progressive ideals reign and the old ways of magic and liquid mana are forbidden. Daisy Dell is a Modern Girl –
stylish, educated and independent – keen to establish herself in the city but reluctant to give up the taboo magic
inherited from her grandmother. Her new job takes her to unexpected places, and she gets more attention than she had
hoped for. When bounty hunters start combing the city for magicians, Daisy must decide whether to stay with her new
employer – even if it means revealing the grim source of her occult powers. File Under: Fantasy
December 1944 - The Battle of the Bulge SS Lieutenant Hagen Friedrichs is the sole survivor of a party sent to retrieve
his brother-and the highly sensitive information he's carrying-from behind enemy lines. But his daring rescue attempt
fails, and Hagen becomes the prisoner. Allied command has ordered Captain John Nicholls to extract critical intelligence
from their new Nazi POW. His secrets could turn the tide of the war, but are they real? John is determined to find out . . .
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and to shatter the prisoner who killed his lover during the attack on their tiny base. The deeper he digs, though, the more
he realizes that the soldier under the SS uniform is just like him: a scared, exhausted young man who's lost loved ones
and just wants to go home. As captor and captive form an unexpected bond, the lines quickly blur between enemy,
friend, and lover. And as horrifying rumors spread from the front lines and American soldiers turn their sights on the SS
for vengeance, John may be Hagen's only hope for survival. This 75,000 word novel was previously published.
"First rule in this line of business: don't sleep with the client." My name's Kate Kane, and when an eight-hundred-year-old
vampire prince came to me with a case, I should have told her no. But I've always been a sucker for a femme fatale. It
always goes the same way. You move too fast, you get in too deep, and before you know it, someone winds up dead.
Last time it was my partner. This time it could be me. Yesterday a werewolf was murdered outside the Velvet, the nighttime playground of one of the most powerful vampires in England. Now half the monsters in London are at each other's
throats, and the other half are trying to get in my pants. The Witch Queen will protect her own, the wolves are out for
vengeance, and the vampires are out for, y'know, blood. I've got a killer on the loose, a war on the horizon, and a scotch
on the rocks. It's going to be an interesting day.
Story of the Physician and the Saratoga Trunk
The Holders
Small Change
Looking for Group
The Mirador
Sequel to Tainted Blood Gabriel Jordan, part-time werewolf and full-time private investigator, should be
living a happy life. Three years ago, he was a homeless thief; now he's got a loving partner and a job
he enjoys, he lives in a nice house, and he doesn't have to worry about tomorrow. So why the sudden urge
to cheat on Aleksei, the handsome and occasionally deceptive fae he loves? Why does Gabriel feel
compelled to flee the life he's built for himself? Someone's calling him. Someone's looking for him.
Someone holds his destiny in her hands. The portals to the hidden worlds have become unstable, even
dangerous. Fear and madness linger in the dark. Panic and nightmares chase him, but Gabriel can't fight
an enemy he can't see, and even turning into his wolf form may not be enough to save him.
GlitterlandSpires, #1
In a trendy San Francisco art gallery, out-of-towner Vin Vanbly witnesses an act of compassion that
compels him to make investment banker Perry Mangin a mysterious offer: in exchange for a weekend of
complete submission, Vin will restore Perry's "kingship" and transform him into the man he was always
meant to be. Despite intense reservations, Perry agrees, setting in motion a chain of events that will
test the limits of his body, seduce his senses, and fray his every nerve, (perhaps occasionally breaking
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the law) while Vin guides him toward his destiny as "the one true king." Even as Perry rediscovers old
grief and new joys within himself, Vin and his shadowy motivations remain enigmas: who is this offbeat
stranger guiding them from danger to hilarity to danger? To emerge triumphant, Perry must overcome the
greatest challenge alone: embracing his devastating past. But can he succeed by Sunday's sunrise
deadline? How can he possibly evolve from an ordinary man into King Perry? A Bittersweet Dreams title:
It's an unfortunate truth: love doesn't always conquer all. Regardless of its strength, sometimes fate
intervenes, tragedy strikes, or forces conspire against it. These stories of romance do not offer a
traditional happy ending, but the strong and enduring love will still touch your heart and maybe move
you to tears.
Roman.
Skin Lane
How to Bang a Billionaire
A Lady for a Duke
Abroad
Life After Joe
A war injury ends Sutton Albright's career as a concert pianist. His nights are spent in a debauched romp through gay Manhattan. After he meets Jack, their
attraction cannot be denied. Can music heal them both, or will sudden prosperity jeopardize their chance at love?
From award-winning author Adriana Herrera comes a heart-warming—and seriously hot—contemporary romance in her highly-acclaimed Dreamers series.
“Herrera delivers an emotionally resonant, sensually charged second Dreamers contemporary (after American Dreamer) that will knock readers’ socks
off.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review “American Fairytale is nothing short of magical.”—Book Riot, a Best Books of 2019 pick “A fresh and vital new
voice in romance.”—Entertainment Weekly Fairytale endings don’t just happen; they have to be fought for New York City social worker Camilo Santiago
Briggs grew up surrounded by survivors who taught him to never rely on anything you didn’t earn yourself. He’s always dreamt of his own happily ever
after, but he lives in the real world. Men who seem too good to be true…usually are. And Milo never ever mixes business with pleasure...until the mysterious
man he had an unforgettable hookup with turns out to be the wealthy donor behind his agency’s new, next-level funding. Thomas Hughes built a billion
dollar business from nothing: he knows what he wants and isn’t shy about going after it. When the enthralling stranger who blew his mind at a black-tie
gala reappears, Tom’s more than ready to be his Prince Charming. Showering Milo with the very best of everything is how Tom shows his affection.
Trouble is, Milo’s not interested in any of it. The only thing Milo wants is Tom. Fairytale endings take work as well as love. For Milo, that means learning
to let someone take care of him, for a change. And for Tom, it’s figuring out that real love is the one thing you can’t buy. Dreamers Book 1: American
Dreamer Book 2: American Fairytale Book 3: American Love Story Book 4: American Sweethearts Book 5: American Christmas
-- NOTE: This book ends on a cliffhanger! See how Arden and Caspian's love story ends in the third book, coming Summer 2018! -Broken Series (Anniversary Edition)
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